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"Freedom Caucus" "Justice Democrats"
Extremists, co-opting classical American words/ideals to drive people to the tips of
the political horseshoe.
Two sides of the same divisive coin.
Let's discuss.
We'll start with the "Freedom Caucus" since it's a whole 2 years older than the "Justice Democrats."
"Freedom Caucus" founded January 2015, "to advance an agenda of limited constitutional government"
"Gym Jordan"
Rep. Jim Jordan to co-found new GOP "House Freedom Caucus"
According to a statement released by Jordan's office, the group's mission will be to give "a voice to
countless Americans who feel that Washington does not represent them. We support open, accountabl…
https://www.cleveland.com/open/index.ssf/2015/01/rep_jim_jordan_will_head_new_g.html

https://www.cleveland.com/open/index.ssf/2015/01/rep_jim_jordan_will_head_new_g.html
"an agenda of limited constitutional government" is politspeak for "we want to destroy the Institutions
that assure Americans live by the Rule of Law, so our mobster paymasters can get away with stealing
more from the honest & hardworking population."
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The symbiosis between Randian billionaires and chekist
fuckbags? Their desire for the destruction of our institutions.
Billionaires don't wanna pay taxes. Chekists don't want us to
have a democracy. twitter.com/i/moments/8826…
192 7:52 PM - Feb 15, 2018

How Bannon's ideology helps
the mafia
K. Louise Neufeld … @ninaan…
"Destruction of the state" means
destruction of law enforcement.

Moments
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Everyone knows the "Freedom Caucus" is full of shite.
They use the term "Freedom," because what they WANT is Freedom from The Rule Of Law.
They want Freedom from paying taxes.
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But if you can convince the great unwashed that greed is good &
government is bad, they won't expect you to pay your fair share
of taxes.
218 5:14 PM - Sep 6, 2017
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They want Freedom from laws preventing them & their bosses from raping children.
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/fourth-ohio-state-wrestler-says-rep-jim-jordan-knew-aboutn889071
They want Freedom from laws and institutions that prevent companies from poisoning our populace with
chemical weapons.
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How many deaths are on Giuliani's hands from this alone?
"US Gov secured a criminal conviction vs Purdue Pharma in the
mid-2000s but failed to curb sales of the drug after Giuliani
reached deal to avoid a bar on Purdue doing
business"@RighteousBabe4 theguardian.com/usnews/2018/m…
878 5:31 PM - Aug 14, 2018

Rudy Giuliani won deal for OxyContin maker to continue sales…
The US government secured a criminal conviction against Purdue
Pharma in the mid-2000s but failed to curb sales of the drug after
theguardian.com
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They enjoy throwing wrenches into political gears to grind things to a halt. They want Freedom from
functional government. Because a functioning government is better able to crack down on mobsters and
fraudsters and corporate pillagers.
Trump’s shutdown tactics borrow from the Freedom Caucus
How the ultraconservative House faction may have influenced the current border wall spending fight.
https://www.vox.com/mischiefs-of-faction/2019/1/18/18187161/government-shutdown-freedom-caucus

https://www.vox.com/mischiefs-of-faction/2019/1/18/18187161/government-shutdown-freedomcaucus
The "Freedom Caucus" is at the right tip of the political horseshoe. Most of what they want is also in line
with what Putin wants for our country. For example: they want to shut down the Special Counsel
investigation.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/conservative-lawmakers-introduce-resolution-calling-forimpeachment-of-rod-rosenstein-who-oversees-special-counsel-probe-on-russia/2018/07/25/fe8ee3049060-11e8-bcd5-9d911c784c38_story.html?utm_term=.cf7750917e0c
They voted overwhelmingly AGAINST SUPPORTING NATO. (Putin's wet dream = end of NATO)
https://www.defensenews.com/congress/2019/01/25/heres-why-22-republicans-voted-againstblocking-trump-from-nato-pullout/
They also do what they can to swing their party as far to the right as possible. Why? Because the center is
where the moderates are. And if you have moderates on the right, they may compromise with moderates
on the left. And the last thing these guys want is cooperation.
They seek division. Divide to conquer. We've all seen the havoc the "Freedom Caucus" wreaks on the
right. Now we must also face their political mirror on the left.

It's time to talk about the "Justice Democrats."
Founded in January 2017.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-politics/wp/2017/01/23/progressives-launch-justicedemocrats-to-counter-primary-corporate-legislators/?utm_term=.5cd357d5ee14
Who are the founders of the "Justice Democrats?" These are not uniters. They are dividers.
Their aim is division.
Their goal is to cleave the leftists from the centrists, to push the moderates out of the party.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D0SoDN3UwAAA0bh.png

Their main goal is the mirror image of the "Freedom Caucus" goal: to drive the Democratic Party as far to
the left as they can.
Group aligned with Ocasio-Cortez prepares to take out Democrats
Justice Democrats is forging ahead with plans to mount primaries against incumbent Democrats it deems
too moderate — with the apparent backing of Ocasio-Cortez.
https://www.politico.com/story/2019/01/16/justice-democrats-primary-challenges-alexandria-ocasio-cortez-110…

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/01/16/justice-democrats-primary-challenges-alexandria-ocasiocortez-1106911
They, like the "Freedom Caucus," try as hard as possible to unseat powerful Democrat moderates and
established centrist members of the party.
You can see what they tried to do to @SenFeinstein, pushing a deceptively edited video to try to smear
her.
Jeffrey Van Camp
@JeffreyVC

The full #DianneFeinstein videos seem very reasonable with the
kids and she's talking to them realistically. Watch the 14 minute
clip before you comment. I think climate change is a real
problem, but @sunrisemvmt made a deceptively edited video.
slate.com/news-and-polit…
Tommy MMXIXtopher

@tommyxtopher

Here's the @SenFeinstein video threaded #DianneFeinstein To recap:
she engaged on substance, told them she might vote "yes," and
OFFERED ONE OF THEM AN INTERNSHIP. pt 1

3 4:49 PM - Feb 23, 2019
See Jeffrey Van Camp's other Tweets

That deceptively edited video is the kind of thing we often see from far-right political provocateurs. For
example: remember ACORN? remember the Planned Parenthood deceptively edited videos?
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All these "gotcha" "journalism" orgs are not journalism. They are
provokatsiya. Provocation. Their goal: create division. Rile the far
ends of the horseshoe. The far left with Occupy & Anonymous.
The far right with deceptively edited videos of ACORN and
Planned Parenthood.
262 4:59 PM - Dec 5, 2017
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But no surprise we are seeing it on the left now. It's an intentional provocation. Of course we'll see it on
both sides.
Understanding Provokatsiya: Alt-Right in Cahoots with Alt-Left ‘Resistors’
*This piece was written in collaboration with several brilliant minds, including: @chiefcovfefe, @grzabjj,
@jamesfourm, and @karolcummins. Some contributors wish to remain anonymous. The horseshoe…
https://medium.com/@ninaandtito/understanding-provokatsiya-alt-right-in-cahoots-with-alt-left-resistors-a710…

https://medium.com/@ninaandtito/understanding-provokatsiya-alt-right-in-cahoots-with-alt-leftresistors-a7101f28c3c8
It's a way to capture the political narrative. And Teevee Newz, the real kind, has not figured out how not
to take the bait.

Ryan Saavedra
@RealSaavedra

CNN’s S.E. Cupp appears to lament the “media” hurting
Democratic presidential candidates: “As long as the media keeps
zeroing in on these dumb plot lines ... Trump's got this one in the
bag”
Cupp did do a good job of noting that the Feinstein video was
deceptively edited
277 4:07 AM - Feb 25, 2019
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It's important to note: the "Justice Democrats" "Green New Deal" has no basis in scientific fact.
According to scientists.
Dr. Catherine Prendergast
@cjp_still

Here's what scientists think of the Green New Deal as a policy
document. Spoiler: It ain't
pretty.technologyreview.com/s/612780/lets-…
590 12:42 AM - Feb 24, 2019

Let’s keep the Green New Deal grounded in science
Advocates hope the proposal will inspire voters, but that’s no reason
it has to ignore the latest research.
technologyreview.com
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As an aside-you know who else doesn't base their policy ideas on actual science? The Freedom Caucus.
House Freedom Caucus backs new Republican healthcare proposal
New plan drafted by moderate Tom MacArthur and conservative Mark Meadows but some 50 moderate
Republicans remain uncertain or opposed
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/apr/26/house-freedom-caucus-new-republican-healthcare-proposal

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/apr/26/house-freedom-caucus-new-republicanhealthcare-proposal
Meanwhile, moderate and sensible Democrat, Diane Feinstein, who knows how things actually get done
in Washington, came up with a moderate plan.
https://www.feinstein.senate.gov/public/_cache/files/b/5/b54a564f-f750-48b4-99fe3608d626a1bc/19EB91A5CF1C8211EF585179F7BB0E73.2019.02.22-climate-change-resolution.pdf
And of course, got attacked by "Justice Democrats" for it. Because the "Justice Democrats" want pie in
the sky ideas being debated, which the far right can pooh-pooh➡never-ending political gridlock, not
policy based in scientific fact that can actually get made into law.
The "Justice Democrats" have a candidate trying to primary Feinstein. Keep that in mind as they push

provocation operations against DiFi. Question their motives.
Because THIS is what they are trying to get rid of:
K. Louise Neufeld #HuntressDianaOfTercel
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Remember when @ChuckGrassley was too shocked and
terrified to speak after the @Comey briefing he had on MARCH
15, 2017 with @SenFeinstein @MarkWarner and
@chuckschumer which @senatemajldr and @SenatorBurr
WERE NOT INVITED TO ATTEND?
He made DiFi speak. Because he was too scared.
NBC Politics

@NBCPolitics

Sen. Feinstein on meeting with FBI Dir. Comey: "This briefing was all
on sensitive matters and highly classified"

206 2:19 PM - Sep 27, 2018
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The far-right has it out for DiFi as well. During the Kavanaugh confirmation shit-show, they decided to
re-up the story that DiFi had once had a Chinese spy on her staff. It was an old story.
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Those who wanted Kavanaugh confirmed ASAP needed to do
anything they could to discredit @SenFeinstein.
No matter that @SenFeinstein had fired that spy as soon as
@FBI told her he was a spy. (BTW this happened FIVE YEARS
AGO) twitter.com/20committee/st…
John Schindler
@20committee
If the public knew how many members of Congress have had foreign
spies in their personal or professional retinue, there would be mass
outrage.
DiFI at least fired the mole when the FBI told
her.twitter.com/winningatmylif…
411 8:55 PM - Sep 16, 2018
159 people are talking about this

So it's not so surprising that a founder of the "Justice Democrats," Cenk Uygur, defended Tucker Carlsonrecently.
Young Turks Chief Cenk Uygur Defends Tucker Carlson After Boycott
"I think the advertisers should not pull out of Tucker Carlson's show," Cenk Uygur says on Tuesday,
defending the Fox News host
https://www.thewrap.com/young-turks-chief-cenk-uygur-defends-tucker-carlson-after-boycott-let-the-audience…

https://www.thewrap.com/young-turks-chief-cenk-uygur-defends-tucker-carlson-after-boycott-let-theaudience-make-that-decision/
"Freedom Caucus" "Justice Democrats"

Different parties.
Same goal: pushing us away from the center. Away from cooperation. Away from moderation. Away from
anything ever getting done in Washington.
You've been warned.

